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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the analysis of models of ecosystems one seeks to discover conditions 
that limit the complexity of the possible behavior of solutions since 
“intuitively” one feels that the full range of possible complex behaviors in 
systems of order three or more ought not to occur for simple ecological 
interactions. It has been shown by Hirsch [6,7] that the solutions of 
competitive and cooperative systems have limit sets which cannot be more 
complicated than invariant sets of systems of one lower dimension. In 
particular, autonomous 2-dimensional systems of these types have only 
“trivial” dynamics in the sense that all bounded solutions approach equi- 
librium asymptotically. In planar systems, for example, the absence of limit 
cycles makes the dynamics trivial in the sense that bounded solutions can 
have only critical points or orbits connecting critical points in their omega 
limit sets [3]. In this note we prove a theorem which appears to be useful 
in limiting the complexity of limit sets for a class of biologically important 
equations. 
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2. SELF-REGULATING SYSTEMS 
The equations modeling population growth often occur naturally in the 
form 
x:(t) = X,fi(X,) . ..) x,,) 
x,(O) 2 0, i= 1 I ..., n, 
(2.1) 
where the f, are continuously differentiable scalar functions. 
The nonnegative cone R: and its various lower-dimensional boundaries 
are invariant for (2.1). For a single (i.e., scalar) growth equation, the 
standard condition for self regulation would be @/ax ~0. The natural 
extension to systems would be 
x = (x, , . . . . x,) E int R”, 
In keeping with the spirit of the Dulac criterion we impose a weaker condi- 
tion. Let U(X) be a smooth positive scalar function. Equation (2.1) is said 
to be self-regulating (or self-inhibiting) if 
x = (x,, . . . . x,) E int R: , (2.2) 
holds almost everywhere. 
The following result is obtained with arguments imilar to those used in 
the discussion of integral invariants [S, 91. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (2.1) be self-regulating. Then any invariant compact 
subset which is contained in R: has zero n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. 
We obtain a more elegant proof of a more general theorem by using 
methods from differential geometry. Let us first recall some basic detini- 
tions and facts about dynamical systems on manifolds [ 11. Let X be an 
n-dimensional manifold and g a smooth vector field, (also called a dynamical 
system) on X, i.e., g associates to each point PE X a tangent vector 
v, = g(x) in a smooth way. The flow of g is a one-parameter group of 
diffeomorphisms 4,: X-+ X, satisfying (d/df),,=, 4,(p) = g(p) for all p E A’. 
For each p E X there is a unique intergal curve x: R + X, x(t) = b,(x), with 
x(0) = p satisfying the differential equation x’(t) = g(x(t)) for all t E R 
where the flow is defined. Let 4: U c X + X be a diffeomorphism, U open 
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in A’, and let o be a differential k-form on X. The pull buck #*o is then the 
k-form on U defined by 
d*o(P)(v,? ...> Vk! = W(#(P))(W(P) VI 3 ...? W(P)V,) (2.3) 
for any tangent vectors v,, . . . . vk at p E X. 
The Lie derivative of a k-form w, 0 < k d n, along the vector field g is the 
k-form L,w defined by 
L,Co2 Cj:o. 
dt ,=c, 
One has the formulas 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
and for any j-form r, 0 < j 6 n, 
L,(o A z) = (L,o) A T + w A L,z. (2.6) 
Let /.J be a volume form on X; i.e., p is a nowhere vanishing n-form on X 
(n = dim X). Note that the space of n-forms is a one-dimensional vector 
space. The divergence of a vector field g (with respect to the volume p) is 
the smooth function div, g defined by 
L,P = @iv, gb (2.7) 
For any smooth function a we have 
div,(ag) = a div, g + L,a. (2.8) 
The integral l w of an n-form w (with compact support) is defined as 
follows: Locally in any chart (U’, R”) with respect to the standard basis 
I xn of R”, we have W’(X) = wi, ,,_ ,,(x) dx’ A . . A dx”, where the coef- 
&&its of o’ are defined by W: . ...(x) = w’(x)(x,, . . . . xn). Then the integral 
J oi is defined by j oi = j CD;. ,,(x) dx’ ... dx”. Globally we then have j o s 
xi j wi where i runs over any partition of unity of X. Now if p is a volume 
form on X and a any smooth function with compact support, then the 
integral of a with respect o p is given by j ap. Moreover there is a unique 
measure dp on X such that J a dp = j ap. The change of variable formula 
with respect o a local diffeomorphism 4: UC X+ X becomes 
(2.9) 
The following transport lemma is a standard result [ 1, p. 4013: 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let g he II vector Jield on X \z?th jlow, 4, and r a smooth 
.function. Then we have ,for any open set U qf X 
ProoJ By the change of variable formula (2.9) the characterization of 
Lie derivatives (2.5) and (2.6) (2.8) we have 
d 
-1 
d 
dt FM U) 
adp=; 
I c&c U) 
“c”=; ” d j 4Xv4 = i, $ (4:(w)) 
= 
jL~):L,(a~)=j;lulL,(a~)=j~iri, (aL,,a+(LAa)p) , I 
= j41u, (a(diV, g)1* + (&alp) = jd (u) div,(ag)p. 1 , 
THEOOREM 2.3. Let g be a smooth vector field on X and let a(x) be a 
smooth, positive scalar function with div, agg< 0 a.e. If r is a Bore1 
measurable invariant subset with finite measure, then r has measure zero. 
ProoJ: Let E,, = {x E X 1 div, a(x) g(x) < -l/n} and let 4, be the flow 
of g. Let r, = d,(r) and define a measure V on the Lebesque measurable 
subsets by V(B) = fs ap. In particular, V(T,) = idrCl.) a~. From the transport 
lemma. one has 
= i WV, ag)p + s (div, ag)p. &r(r) n L 4,(r) n E:, 
Suppose V(T) > 0. Let E be given such that E < 5 V(T). Since 
lim, + m p(E;) = 0 one can choose n so large that V(#,(r) n E;) -CC. Then 
it follows that 
Hence V(T,) < V(T) e-““+a and for t sufficiently large V(T) > V(T,). 
Since f is invariant, r=+,(r) for all t. This contradiction shows that 
V(T) = 0 and hence that p(r) = 0. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. First we note that the map T(x,)=ln xi= 4;; 
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i = 1, . ..) IZ is a diffeomorphism from int R: to R” that transforms (2.1) into 
the topologically equivalent system 
5: = g;(5 I3 ...% 5,h i = 1, . ..) n, (2.1)’ 
where g;(<i, . . . . t,)=fj(e5’, . . . . et,). Let &p, t) be the solution map 
associated with (2.1)‘, i.e., t(t) = ~$(p, t) is the solution of (2.1)’ for which 
5(O)= p, r = ([I> ...9 5,). Suppose that SC int R”+ is a compact, invariant 
set for (2.1) with positive Lebesgue measure p. Then r = r(S) is a compact, 
invariant set for (2.1)’ with positive measure. Let B( p; r) denote the closed 
ball about the point p, of radius r. Then U= Uptr B(p; 1) is a compact 
neighborhood of r. Since dcrgi/atj = e5c(a~f,/ax,)(e51, . . .. etn), we have for 
any 5 E U, 
ig12(t)= i x;$fcO, a.e., X~E W. 
I i= I I 
by the self-regulating hypothesis, where W = T ~ ‘( U). 
Thus one has a smooth vector field g with div erg< 0 a.e., i.e., the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied; hence f has measure zero. g 
Remark 1. If r were an open invariant set of finite, positive measure, 
then the same proof would lead to a contradiction. Thus, under the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, an open invariant set has measure zero or 
infinity. 
Remark 2. If the self-regulating condition is replaced by a “self- 
regenerating” condition: x1= 1 xi &fi/ax, > 0 on int R”, , the conclusion of 
Theorem 2.1 will still hold. Hence the restriction on c( is not as to its sign 
but that it doesn’t change sign. 
Remark 3. If the self-regulating condition is imposed only in an open 
region then the conclusions of Theorems 2.1 or 2.3 are restricted to com- 
pact sets in that region. Hence Theorem 2.3 implies the Dulac criterion [2] 
for n = 2 since a nontrivial periodic orbit and its interior constitute an 
invariant set with positive Lebesque measure. 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
For self-regulating conditions and the case n = 2 the most famous result 
is the Dulac criterion [2] and for n = 3 the requisite hypothesis is the exist- 
ence of a single first integral in addition to the self-regulating condition, 
a result first due to Demidowitsch [S]. The case of competitive or 
cooperative systems has recently received a great deal of attention because 
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the limiting behavior is restricted. The case n = 2 has already been noted 
and Coste, Peyraud, and Coulette [4] give an example of a competitive, 
self-regulating Lotka Volterra system in R’ which has a limit cycle. The 
results of Hirsch [6] show that, for competitive systems in R’, the 
complexity of the dynamics can be no more than this. Specifically, every 
bounded solution contains in its omega limit set, either a critical point or 
a periodic orbit. It would be tempting to speculate that similar (or even 
more restrictive) results hold for self-regulating systems in R3. 
The comments of the referee on a previous version of this work led to a 
much stronger result. These comments are gratefully acknowledged. 
Geoffrey Butler was very much a part of this research at the beginning 
of the project but did not live to see the final form of the paper. We hope 
that we would have been proud of the way it turned out. 
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